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ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIERS (APC)

ARMORED SUV AND SEDANS CASH IN TRANSIT (CIT)

PATRONS WE’VE PROTECTED GLOBALLY

BALLISTIC ARMORED TACTICAL TRANSPORT

US GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
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Innovation is necessary in our fast moving times 

Mega Engineering Vehicles Inc. has grown to become the world leader in technology and innovation 

with over 34 years experience in design, engineering, prototyping and manufacturing. 

With corporate offices in Huntington Beach, California, Mega Engineering and its affiliated companies 

now constitute one of the world’s leading resources for high-technology systems ranging from 

Transportation, Entertainment, Aerospace and Defense, across the United States and globally. Mega 

Engineering represents one of the most talented and innovative workforce anywhere. Leading Engineers 

and Designers came to Mega Engineering, forming the nucleus of a staff including affiliated companies. 

Mega Engineering is organized into two business units: Mega Engineering Transportation, 

Entertainment and Mega Engineering Aerospace, Defense. Mega Engineering Vehicles carries out the 

largest and highly successful Electric Buses and Trucks program in private industry. Additionally, the 

company has been the primary developer of Smart Truck systems. Mega Engineering and its affiliated 

entities also manufacture state-of-the-art Unmanned Ground Vehicles. Mega Engineering is engaged in 

Aerospace, Defense, and provides information technology, innovation and other products and services 

for corporate, private and government use.

Ballistic Charts
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Light Combat Tactical Vehicles apc 4X4

Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state of the art technologies.

Combat tested and battle-proven technologies have led Mega Defense to create lighter, faster, more reactive light-

duty vehicle options with greater versatility and efficiency. 

The next generation Mega FM independent suspension system is optimized to take mobility and safety to 

unprecedented heights, which can be raised and lowered to meet transportability requirements via interior 

controls with high-performance disc brake solutions. 

All components work together to make a lighter weight, extremely durable driveline solution to overcome even 

the most severe terrain.

The Advance Electric Armored Vehicle system uses a modular arrangement to simplify the transmission of power 

to the wheels, which eliminates dependency on oil and dramatically reduces life-cycle costs. 

Together, Mega FM suspension and Electric motor technology allow for the inclusion of armor configurations 

never before available on a light vehicle – battle-tested armor that provides consistent, survivable crew 

protection.

Mega employs superior technologies to advance the light-duty vehicle profile, for missions that take military 

personnel over the harshest terrain and call for the quickest, most versatile response. For extreme 

maneuverability, reliability and greater crew protection and survivability. 

Mega 2DAL
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Advanced Military Vehicles Apc 4X4

Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state of the art technologies.

Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up to date technologies and systems. 

MegA 4X4

2DAL
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Advanced Military Vehicles Apc 6X6

Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state of the art technologies.

Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up to date technologies and systems. 
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Mega 6X6 

DA12F
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Advanced Military Vehicles Apc 8X8

Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state of the art technologies.

Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up to date technologies and systems. 

Mega 

FM6X1
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Advanced Military Vehicles Apc 8X8

Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state of the art technologies.

Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up to date technologies and systems. 

Mega 

FM6X1
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Advanced Military Vehicles Apc 4X4

Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state of the art technologies.

Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up to date technologies and systems. 

MegA

FM4X1

Advanced Military Vehicles Apc 6X6

Mega 

FM6X1
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Advanced Military Vehicles apc 8X8

Mega will design, develop and engineer future military vehicles with advanced state of the art technologies.

7

Mega 

APC8 M8
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Laser Guided-LGV & Automated guided-agv

Mega 

APC8 M5



Armoring Specifications

Armor level:         A9+/NIJ III & up

Chassis:                 TBD

Model:                   Mega X

Engine:                  6.7L V8 Turbo-

Diesel/Petroleum

Transmission:       6-Speed Automatic/

Power:                   300Hp; 2800 RPM

----------------------------------------------------------------
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Rotating turret features

Electric Motor:     Front and rear motor combined 

(APX 900 torque) output APX 1000 bhp (745 KW) 

Electric Trans:      1-3 speed gear  

Range:                    APX 500–700 km (85-130 kWh)                                                                      

Seating:                  2+8 Crew or more

Wheel:                    20x11 Military/Tactical

Tire:                        Michelin XZL335/80R20

GVWR:                  10,500–19,500 lbs (4763-8845Kg)

Avg-Length:           239 in. (607 cm)

Avg-Wheelbase:     141 in. (358 cm)

Avg-Height:            100 in (254 cm)

Avg-Width:             98 in. (249 cm)

Avg Clearance:       12 in. (31 cm)



Armoring Specifications

Multi-Hit Protection:

All windows are capable of sustaining multiple 

hits While providing protection to passengers.

3D ILLUSTRATIONS
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Military Vehicles

Mega can also improve and customize existing vehicles to equip them with up-to-date technologies and systems. 

Mega’s APC not only provides transport for infantry, they can also be equipped for fire support, assault, anti-tank, 

mobile command, recovery and medical operations. With a wide array of new and surplus refurbished APC, Mega 

has the capability to provide the right equipment for any environment.   

APC
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Mega

pcx1

Mega

pcx



Riot control

Mega

awc

Mega Engineering Vehicles will Design and Engineer Riot Control with the most advance technology in the world.
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APC

Mega’s APC offers customization that meets your operational requirements. Certified at NATO III protection for both 

kinetic and blunt, the Mega’s APC will protect your soldiers when danger strikes. An in-house designed fully independent 

suspension and driveline system will keep the ride smooth over harsh terrain and allow your teams to navigate over large 

obstacles with ease.

Mega

asv1



Police & border patrol Vehicles 

Mega Engineering Vehicles will Design and Engineer Police Vehicles with the most advance technology in the world.

Mega

mv19
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Mega

mv34



Alternative Energy vehicles

Integrated battery electric drive system
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Mega’s goal for 

electric vehicles is 

overcoming the 

disparity between 

the costs of their 

development, 

production and 

operation with 

equivalent internal 

combustion engine 

vehicles (CEVs).

Armored Electric Military vehicles

Laser Guided-LGV & Automated guided-agv



In addition, the rare-earth yttrium iron lithium battery has a small self-discharge, so it is not like the traditional

lead-acid battery or nickel cadmium/nickel metal hydride battery which needs a long time to keep a floating

charge state. After being fully charged one time, it can be used as a backup for 0.5 to 1 year during which

there is no need for a floating charge. So, it is very convenient.

This product is an energy storage cabinet consisting of high-power rare-earth lithium yttrium battery packs

which are designed to different specifications. It just needs a full charge using valley electricity, wind or solar

energy. For each power station, the storage power is set at 30000 KWH, and 100 electric military vehicles,

passenger buses or taxis can be charged.
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Battery storage

Alternative Energy vehicles



Unmanned ground vehicles (ugv)

Mega Spar X2

Mega UGV

➢ Environmentally Friendly - 2WD single electric motor or 4WD dual electric 

motors - 4 Wheel Steering - Lithium-Ion Batteries - Electric High-Output Motor -

Planetary Gear Reducer.

➢ Power-Train: EV- Remote Controlled - Auto Guidance –

Tele-Operated - Autonomous.
183

Laser Guided-LGV & Automated guided-agv



Drones (uav)

Mega Engineering Vehicle will Design and Engineer unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), Drones with the most 

advance technology in the world.
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Mega

fa5

Mega

drx
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Laser Guided-LGV

Automated guided-agv



Coast guard vessels

Mega Engineering Vehicle will Design and Engineer Coast Guard boats with the most advance technology in the world

Mega

cg9

Mega

cg1

Border defense is a big part of Mega’s portfolio. Mega provides low profile coastal defense vessels for use by foreign 

militaries, security companies and NGOs. 

With the threat of piracy and coastal terrorism higher than ever, Mega has partnered with the most innovative 

ship builders in the industry.

From small RHIB units to medium sized MCDVs, Mega offers full acquisition support maintenance, parts and 

warranty coverage. Scheduled preventative maintenance can be offered as a training module for on-board engineers.

Communication systems, weapon stations, GPS navigation, optics and more are available for certain vessels.  

Mega

cg8

Naval vessels
Mega

rhib1
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Armored security vehicles (asv)

Mega designs and engineers Armored vehicles for the Heads of State and delivers worldwide.
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Mega Engineering Vehicles Inc.

16742 Burke Ln Tel: (714) 375 – 4300

Huntington Beach, CA 92647, USA (H.Q) Fax: (714) 848 – 5599

www.megaev.com

www.megaevluxury.com Email: info@megaev.com

Founded 1983                     ISO 9001

• Locations: 

• Huntington Beach, 

California (H.Q)

• Detroit, Michigan

• Toronto, Canada 

• Barcelona, Spain 

• Dubai, UAE

• Ras al Khaimah, UAE

• Romania

• Czech republic

• Our products:

• Aerospace & Defense

• Automotive Design & Engineering

• Composite Materials 

• Unmanned Vehicles (UGV & UAV)

• Luxury Armored Vehicles 

• Specialty vehicles

http://www.megaev.com/
http://www.megaevluxury.com/
mailto:info@megaev.com

